Practical Aspects of Dose Distribution and Specification 8 5.1 General
It is desirable that essentially all radiobiological experiments be done under conditions in which the absorbed dose and the radiation quality are nearly invariant throughout the biological structure of interest. An attractive way to avoid many dosimetric and radiobiological difficulties is to approximate these conditions as closely as possible. There would then be little problem in dose specification and the dose to the entire specimen could be represented easily as a single number. In practice, however, these desirable conditions are rarely if ever achieved, due to inhomogeneities in dose that are almost inevitably present under practical conditions of irradiation. These inhomogeneities may be the result of limitations in the radiation source, geometrical factors, absorption in the specimen, scattered radiation, lack of charged particle equilibrium, and variations in the density and atomic composition of the biological specimen.
Under any given exposure conditions, nonuniformities of dose usually will be the result of several of the possible reasons listed above and discussed in this section. Thus, causes of inhomogeneities and approaches to minimization, although discussed here under a number of different headings, are often difficult to separate in practice.
Because of the close linkage between the methods applicable for dose specification and the degree of dose uniformity, specification of dose is dealt with after the discussions on dose inhomogeneities. Guidelines for adequate specification of dose are provided, as well as approaches to indicating the degree of dose uniformity in the biological specimen.
This section deals in a general way with practical problems associated with irradiations, and approaches to minimizing such difficulties. Appendix A provides specific examples of irradiation conditions that have been used.
5.2 Sources of Dose Nonuniformity in the Exposed Specimen
Nonuniformity of the Radiation Beam
The uniformity of an absorbed dose pattern can be limited by the inherent characteristics, e.g., anisotropy, of the radiation source. Frequently the radiation (e.g., x-ray) beam used is not uniform influence 27 rate across the area to be used for the irradiation. Nonuniform distributions may be the result of either the physical size and shape of the 8ources or because a penumbra} region is developed as a result of source size and beam collimating devices (Sinclair, 1969) .
Problems of this type can become severe in situations in which beams of electrons, positive particles or neutrons from accelerator targets are used to irradiate objects of dimensions commensurate with or exceeding the size of the useful cross-sectional area of the beam.
Inhomogeneities in a radiation field may be overcome by placing the specimens at the maximum distance compatible with an adequate dose rate, and rotating them on a turntable to average out spatial variations. Penumbral problems can also be minimized or avoided by choosing a sufficiently large source-specimen distance. In extreme situations, such as charged particle beams of cross section small compared to the specimen size, it may be necessary either to scan the object, or to disperse the beam by passing it through a scattering foil.
Geometrical Attenuation
Since the intensity declines as the inverse square of the distance from a point source (and in a less rapid but often also less well-defined manner from an extended source) it can be difficult to expose a large object uniformly, especially with a single radiation field. The ratio of the exit dose in a specimen to the maximum dose may be approximated by taking the product of a geometrical factor, F,, allowing for the inverse-square-law effect and a radiation attenuation factor to account for absorption and scattering of radiation within the specimen.
The geometrical factor alone is given by
where a is the distance from the source to the position of the maximum dose and r is the distance along the beam from this position to the exit point. For example, the exit dose of a 10 cm specimen exposed 1 meter from a "point source" of x or gamma radiation will be about 0.8 of that at the proximal surface, from this factor alone.
s The Committee drew heavily on a review paper (Sinclair, 1969) in the preparation of Section 5 of the report.
If the specimen subtends an angle at the point source of more than about 20° there will be appreciable (>5 percent) variation of dose across the beam. The geometrical factor for the reduction of absorbed dose at a point a distance x from the beam axis on a surface perpendicular to the beam and a distance a from the source is x2 Fx = a2/(a2 + x2) = 1 -2 a For example, consider an elongated specimen placed transverse to the beam at a distance a of 1 meter, i.e., the beam axis passes through the center of the specimen. The dose at a point on the surface 30 cm lateral to the beam axis will be l/(l2 + 0.3~), or= 0.9 of maximum received at the location of the central beam axis.
Approaches to compensating for geometrical attenuation include bilateral arrangements, i.e., either two beams. oppositely aimed are employed simultaneously or the object assembly is rotated 180° half way through the exposure. It is sometimes necessary also to "flatten" the field (i.e., to modify the isodose surfaces), usually by attenuation in the center of the field so that suitable distributions are obtainable in the region of interest. Examples of bilateral arrangements in which field flattening was used have been described for rats, mice, yeast, and ascites tumor cells (Sinclair, 1962) , and barley seeds (Markus, 1960) . With large animals it is sometimes possible to bend the animal to conform to an isodose surface. Uniformity of absorbed dose to better than ±3 percent is frequently achieved even with specimens up to about 10 cm in diameter.
Absorption and Scattering in the Specimen
In addition to the geometrical factors discussed in the previous section the absorbed dose distribution will be affected by absorption and scattering of radiation within the specimen. The variation of the absorbed dose due to the primary radiation can be accurately determined from radiation attenuation data (which are independent of source-sample distance) and the geometrical factor Fr. Data for attenuation in "poor geometry" (i.e., where scattered radiation is appreciable) are used in radiation therapy and are compiled in the form of "tissue-air ratios" (ICRU, 1976, Section 2.2.2). Tabulated tissue-air ratios may be used as approximate values for the ratio of the absorbed dose at the exit point to the maximum absorbed dose for rectangular shaped samples. Table  5 .1 gives values of the absorbed dose ratio for cubical samples exposed to parallel beams of various radiations. For high-energy photon irradiations such as those in Table 5 .1 where the scattered radiation (Sinclair, 1969) . For a 10-cm sphere the ratio of minimum to maximum dose is 0. 78/1.30 0.60 which is in satisfactory agreement with the value calculated above from the tissue-air ratio and the geometrical factor.
A satisfactory degree of uniformity is easily achieved for small objects exposed unilaterally within single fields of x rays, gamma rays, aR.d fast neutrons, provided that the radiation is sufficiently penetrating and/or the object is sufficiently thin. As the beam energy is reduced or as the object becomes thicker, uniform irradiation cannot be achieved with a single field. In experiments in which dose uniformity is essential (e.g., RBE. experiments), it may be necessary to increase the target-specimen distance, and/or to use bilateral arrangements, multiple fields, or rotation of the specimen about an axis perpendicular to the beam (see also Section 5.2.2). The dotted curve in Figure 5 .lb shows the mean surface dose for bilateral irradiation with 6°C o radiation to be very close to the average dose (total mass of the sample divided by the total energy absorbed), illustrating the marked improvement in dose uniformity that is achieved by this technique (see also Section 5.2.2). The problem is more severe as the specimen size increases, and uniform exposure with very large objects may be unattainable even with "penetrating" radiations (Bond and Robertson, 1957; Bond et al., 1957) .
Scatter from Electromagnetic and Particle Radiations
A beam of x or gamma rays, charged particles or neutrons is scattered from within the specimen and from the environment. The degree of scatter will depend on the size and composition of the scattering object and its position relative to the central axis of the beam. Scattering usually increases the absorbed dose because the scatter into the vicinity of the point of absorbed dose estimation exceeds the scatter out of the vicinity of that point; however, the reverse may obtain in some situations. The scattering of radiation within the specimen and from external materials is one of the more uncertain factors in individual exposure arrangements.
As an indication of the order of magnitude of the contribution of scattered radiation to the absorbed dose, the addition of scattering material around and behind a small (few cm size) specimen exposed to moderately-filtered 250 kV x rays can increase the absorbed dose by 30 percent or more because of lateral scatter and backscatter (ICRU 1963; Sinclair 1969; Wachsman and Drexler, 1976) .
With relatively small specimens (e.g., a mouse) and hard radiation (e.g., 00 Co or 137 Cs gamma rays) it is possible to reduce the scattered radiation component in the specimen to acceptable or negligible proportions, by removing all unnecessary objects from the beam and keeping the mass of supporting structures to a minimum. Alternatively, it may be preferable to add scattering material around the specimen (or specimens), to provide a more uniform mixture of primary and scattered radiation irrespective of the size, number, or relative positions of the specimens (e.g., a group of mice or rats). If the primary radiation has a narrow energy spectrum, the scattered radiation to which the specimen is exposed will be degraded and thus "softer" than the primary beam. If the primary radiation has a broader spectrum, the beam can be "hardened" on its passage through matter. In any case, the factor for conversion of exposure to absorbed dose may be altered.
If an important objective of the experiment is exposure to a beam of the quality of the primary radiation, then scatter should be minimized. Uniformity and accuracy of irradiation, on the other hand, are more easily achieved if scatter is maximized, since the curve of dose as a function of the amount of scatter material saturates rapidly as the amount of scatter material is increased (ICRU, 1963).
Depth-dose data widely used in radiation therapy using x or gamma rays are usually for fields of limited size; radiobiological experimentation usually involves broad beams in which the field size is much larger than the specimen exposed. With radiobiological irradiations the dose contribution from radiation scattered within the specimen may be small, but scattering from large nearby objects irradiated by the field (e.g., a wall) tends to be more significant than with the small defined beams of radiation therapy. While data in depth dose tables for radiotherapy purposes may be quite useful for general guidance, they cannot be used under most conditions to determine precisely the dose at given points in the specimen.
Beams of charged particles (electrons, protons, alpha particles, heavier nuclei accelerated to high energies and negative pi mesons) often are used to take advantage of the relative absence of lateral scatter with these beams, and because of their relatively well-defined range in tissue, i.e., the desired energy can be deposited with precision within a portion of the specimen exposed to the beam. Aside from limitations due to inherent characteristics of the radiation source itself (see Section 5.2.1), nonuniformity of dose should not be a problem in situations in which the cross-sectional area of the specimen and/or its thickness are small compared to the corresponding dimensions of the beam. If the dimensions of the object are large compared to the beam dimensions, then problems of inhomogeneity of absorbed dose can be severe unless special measures such as scanning and/or multiport exposures are employed.
In Appendix A, examples are provided of exposures of specimens for radiobiological purposes, to charged particle beams (e.g., electrons, heavy nuclei accelerated to high energies, pi minus mesons).
Charged Particle Equilibrium
Tissue irradiated at any given point within a specimen may be exposed to secondary particles (e.g., electrons from x or gamma rays; recoil protons and nuclei from fast neutrons) originating very close to the given point, up to a distance from the point equal to the maximum range of the secondary charged particles present. Clearly this process can result in an absorbed dose in the surface layers different from that in the deeper portions of a specimen. If adjacent tissue or other material is of a different composition and supplies more than enough photoelectrons to replace those that originate in the surface layers of the specimen and escape from it, then the absorbed dose near the surface will be greater than that in the deeper portions; conversely, it might be lower. In either case, the resulting absorbed dose distribution in the specimen is nonuniform.
Thus, a lack of charged-particle equilibrium occurs at any interface between tissue and adjacent material or other tissue, when significant differences in atomic composition are encountered in crossing the interface. Commonly the problem is encountered in the context of specimens being irradiated in air or on the surface of glass vessels. It is seen at soft-tissue bone interfaces, and with fast neutron exposure at fat-lean tissue interfaces. The problems arising at the specimen surface are elaborated on below and in Section 5.2.6; those arising within tissues are treated in Section 5.2.8.
A lack of particle equilibrium is seen most commonly in practice when a biological specimen placed in air is irradiated with x or gamma rays. Assuming that the x or gamma rays leaving the source are not accompanied by fast electrons, the secondary electrons generated in the air near the specimen are usually insufficient to provide electronic equilibrium in the superficial layers of the specimen. Thus, the absorbed dose at the surface of the specimen "builds up" to its maximum 9 value only at some depth (see Figure 5 .2) within the specimen. (The process, thus referred to commonly as "buildup," is of great value in radiotherapy in producing a significant "skin sparing" effect.)
Nonuniformity of dose at the surface of a specimen irradiated in air can easily be avoided (approximate charged particle equilibrium established) by covering the specimen with a "buffer" or bolus layer of material approximating as closely as possible the atomic composition of the specimen, and having a thickness equal to the maximum range of the secondary charged particles present ( Figure 5.3) . Several plastics (e.g., polymethylmethacrylate, polystyrene, polyethylene) are sufficiently near the atomic composition of soft tissue to serve as a buffer layer for biological specimens placed in x-or gamma-ray fields. Some plastics (e.g., polyvinylchloride) which contain atoms of relatively high atomic number should be avoided.
In the case of 60 Co gamma rays, about 5 mm of tissue-equivalent material with the density 1 g cm-3 is required ( Figure 5 .3) to achieve maximum buildup of absorbed dose; for 137 Cs (0.66 MeV), only about half that thickness is required. To avoid attenuation, the thickness of the buffer layer should be no thicker than necessary. 9 As the depth is increased beyond the point of maximum absorbed dose, a quasi-equilibrium is established in which the absorbed dose is proportional to but somewhat greater than the kerma (e.g., see Whyte, 1959, page 63) . The difference between the absorbed dose and the kerma under these conditions is about 0.5 percent for 6°C o and 2 percent for the photon spectrum generated by 25-MeV electrons. The surface buildup problem is particularly important in specifying the dose to thin biological specimens (e.g., a leaf) exposed in air, in which, without buffer material, charged-particle equilibrium will not be achieved. In circumstances in which the addition of surface buffer material is impractical, such as the exposure of plants to gamma rays, the absorbed dose to the leaves may well be only a fraction of that received by thicker specimens such as the tree trunk. Interposing a thin sheet of plastic between the source and the leaves, or surrounding a plant with a cylinder of tissue-equivalent material, will aid substantially in making the dose uniform. Soaked seeds may be embedded in moist gravel (Markus, 1960) , plant seedlings may be irradiated in nutrient sohition (Friedrich and Markus, 1964) and Drosophila embryos may be exposed in a special moist chamber (Markus and Sticinsky, 1961) .
If a beam of fast neutrons is used for irradiation (ICRU, 1977) , the hydrogen content of an equilibrium buffer material should be close to that of soft tissue (10.2 percent by weight). Polyethylene and type 6 or 6/6 nylon represent an approximate match, and especially-designed "tissue-equivalent" plastics (e.g., 10.3 percent H, 77.3 percent C, 3.5 percent N, 4.0 percent 0, 2.4 percent F, 2.6 percent Ca; Rossi and Failla, 1956) are available. The "necessary thickness of bolus material is indicated in Figure 5 .3.
Supporting Materials for Small Specimens
The composition of the vessel or supporting material immediately adjacent to biological specimens during irradiation is of critical importance with respect to the magnitude and distribution of absorbed dose in the specimens. An illustrative and important situation is that resulting from the use of glass petri dishes to culture mammalian cells (Puck et al., 1956) in which cells of a few micrometers in diameter adhere to the bottom surface of the vessel and grow in an overlay of liquid nutrient medium. When these preparations are exposed to x rays, the dose received by the cells is delivered by secondary electrons aris- ing both in the liquid and in the glass. Because the glass is higher in atomic number than the liquid, more photoelectrons per gram will be generated in the former and the range (in g cm-2 ) of the excess electrons is greater than that of electrons generated in the liquid. Consequently there are more secondary electrons coming from the dish, and the dose to the cells is greater than it would be if the cells were surrounded by water. Calculations in these situations are of limited value because the dose distribution is changing rapidly close to the interface, the exact position of the sensitive volume of the cells is uncertain, and dose relationships will vary with cells of different size and attachment properties. This problem can be simplified considerably, at least at x-ray energies greater than 100 keV and for high-energy electrons, by using petri dishes of a material closely matched in average atomic number to water. Treated polystyrene, (C 8 H 8 )n, or treated plexiglas (Marquardt and Markus, 1965) is often employed for this purpose, and supports the growth of mammalian cells quite well.
If one has reason to use glass, then an appropriate dose correction factor must be determined experimentally for the cells and conditions used. Examples of how this problem has been approached have been provided (Sinclair, 1969, Table IV) ; the dose correction factor ranges from 1.02 to 1. 72 with many in the range of 1.25 to 1.45.
7 Atomic Composition, Entire Specimen
The atomic composition of striated muscle given by the ICRU (ICRU, 1964; and 1970b) is not necessarily representative of all soft tissue ( either wholly or in part from the composition of soft tissue. Some organisms contain relatively large amounts of higher atomic number elements, for example, bacteria containing iron or sulfur; in other specimens and tissues, the content of lower atomic number elements and particularly hydrogen may vary from that of muscle (Table 5 .2).
If the specimen or region of interest is large enough for approximate charged-particle equilibrium to exist throughout most of the region, the absorbed dose may be obtained (for x and gamma rays) by the application of Equation (4.3), Section 4.2.1. Appropriately-modified values of (µen! p )m, and thus of the conversion factor from exposure to absorbed dose may be used, and dose distribution may be quite uniform. For neutrons, the material supplied in Section 4.2.2 is applicable.
Procedures have been described in detail for ascertaining whether or not the presence of trace or larger quantities of an element will affect the absorbed dose significantly (Sinclair, 1969) . As an example, consider a hypothetical biological material containing 5 percent calcium uniformly distributed throughout water-equivalent material, which is to be used in experiments employing unfiltered 55 kV x rays (mean quantum energy~ 20 keV). The presence of the calcium would be expected to increase the absorbed dose by a factor of about 2.
Atomic Composition Within the Specimen
The presence of body cavities and air spaces (e.g., lungs), bone and (particularly for irradiation with fast neutrons) fat changes the distribution of absorbed dose in the specimen. Body cavities reduce attenuation and large cavities may result in some loss of charged-particle equilibrium. Compact bone produces a shielding effect on soft tissue within it or beyond it. Soft tissue adjacent to bone, because of a lack of charged-particle equilibrium, receives a dose different from that of soft tissue not in the vicinity of the bone (increased upon exposure to x rays, decreased for neutron irradiation because of the hydrogen deficiency of bone). The radiosensitivity of bone marrow and its importance to the animal usually makes these effects of bone more important than those of air spaces.
The problems associated with air spaces or bone shielding during irradiation with x or gamma rays are usually significant only in large animals (rabbit or larger), and are dealt with in standard radiotherapy source books (e.g., ICRU, 1976) . Dose inhomogeneities at bone-soft tissue interfaces in the context of radiobiology, have been dealt with extensively (Spiers, 1949; Markus, 1960; Markus, 1969; Sinclair, 1969; ICRU, 1970b; 1972) , and numerical values for 5.3 Variation of Output Versus Time • • • 33 which the appropriate correction factors have been provided in the reference cited. In the rat and mouse, for instance, the dose to bone marrow cells adjacent to bone can be increased over that to other soft tissue by factors of 1.03 to 1.20, with a number of values in the range of 1.05 to 1.10. The effect decreases with increasing energy of photons. With fast neutrons, the marrow cells in close proximity to bone may receive less than 0.5 of the dose to other soft tissue, and the average bone marrow dose to a mouse could be 0. 75 of that to other soft tissues.
The increased hydrogen content of fat exposed to fast neutrons can lead to a significantly greater dose to subcutaneous fat than is received by deeper tissues. Special dosimetric problems related to the atomic and nuclear composition of specimens are encountered for irradiations with thermal and intermediate energy neutrons (Conger and Giles, 1950) . In these energy regions the most important contribution to absorbed dose in tissue is from the 14 N{n,p) 14 C reaction, yielding a 580 keV proton and a recoil carbon nucleus. Some plant materials have relatively high concentrations of boron, for which the cross section for thermal neutron capture is very large (ICRU, 1963) . The alpha particle and recoil lithium nucleus resulting from the 10 B(n,a)7Li reaction contribute significantly to the absorbed dose. The dose contribution from the 1 H(n,y) 2 H reaction, which produces a 2.2 MeV gamma ray, is small with respect to local energy absorption, but can be appreciable if the specimen is large.
· 5.3 Variation of Output Versus Time
The output of many radiation sources varies with time, e.g., the output of an x-ray machine, the power level of a reactor, or the dose rate from a gamma source. Adequate attention to these variations is required to insure satisfactory accuracy in the determination of absorbed dose.
In pulsed beams of high intensity and extremely short duration, the time dependence of the microscopic distribution of deposited energy may affect the chemical or biological result. For example, at dose rates above 10 6 Gy s-1 , chemical reactions (e.g., the oxidation offerrous sulfate) begin to show changes in yield. Similar results can be obtained with biological specimens (e.g., from oxygen depletion in the specimen resulting from the radiation pulse) unless oxygen under pressure is supplied to the system (Powers and Boag, 1959; Epp et al., 1976) . Biological effects of change in pulse repetition frequency have been reported for electron beams (Oberheuser and Kunkel, 1963) . For most of the equipment conventionally available to radiobiologists, however, no biological effect of pulsing has been found (Sinclair, 1962).
• 5. Practical Aspects of Dose Distribution and Specification
Degree of Uniformity of Exposure
The degree of dose uniformity encountered in practice is indicated in Table 5 .3 ( 6°C o source; cylindrical or spherical specimen; central axis of specimen transverse beam axis; unilateral exposure). The range is substantial, and hence an index to indicate the degree of uniformity attained would be informative and useful. A classification of the degree of uniformity is provided below, and the arbitrary division into three categories initiated earlier (ICRU, 1963) is retained. The three classes, with limits less generous than before, are:
(a) Uniform-Irradiation is "uniform" when the ratio of maximum to minimum dose within the specimen does not exceed 1.10 and preferably 1.05, i.e., Dmax < 1.10 Dmin (b) Moderately uniform -The irradiation is moderately uniform if this ratio is between 1.10 and 1.30, i.e., 1.10 < Dmax < 1.30 Dmin (c) Nonuniform-The irradiation is nonuniform if the ratio of maximum dose to minimum dose is greater than 1.30, i.e.,
3 0 < Dmax

Dmin
The choice made here is clearly arbitrary. It should be possible in many circumstances to arrange uniformity to within ±5 percent, and ±3 percent is often feasible.
Specification of Dosirnetric Factors and Dose
The specification of the dosimetric factors of a radiobiological experiment must include: (1) specification of radiation quality; (2) information on the irradiation arrangement; (3) the temporal distribution of absorbed dose; and ( 4) the spatial distribution of absorbed dose. These are described below.
The specification of radiation quality will vary with the purposes of the experiment, and may range from a description of beam characteristics adequate for determination (if desired) of event and energy distribution on a microscopic level, to detailed descriptions of calculated and/or measured microdosimetric parameters. A minimal description of beam characteristics includes: beam energy and spectrum; filtration or moderator used. The complete specification of radiation quality has been dealt with extensively in Section 3 of this report.
Information on the irradiation arrangement must include: the distance between the source and the surface or center of the irradiated object; field size; specimen orientation; number and orientation of fields applied; physical data on the object (such as dimensions, composition and weight); and the characteristics of the container or apparatus used to hold the object during irradiation. It should be possible to ascertain from the description given, the relationship between the quantity monitored or measured (e.g., the exposure in free air at the midline of the object) and the absorbed dose at a given location in the biological specimen. A diagram or photograph illustrating the geometrical features of the experiment is useful and often particularly desirable.
The specification of temporal dose factors presents little or no problem with most irradiations in radiobiology. If pulsed radiation is studied specifically, however, then an adequate description of the temporal structure of a pulsed dose rate must contain a specification of the time course of the dose rate in a single pulse (or at least the pulse duration), as well as a specification of the repetition frequency of the pulse (Epp et al., 1976) .
The specification of absorbed dose and its distribution also presents no significant problem if the dose is uniform throughout the specimen. In this case a single value of absorbed dose specifies completely the dose and its distribution.
With nonuniform dose distribution, however, it is apparent that accurate specification of absorbed dose by means of a single value is not possible. Nonetheless, it may be necessary to refer to the irradiation by means of a single number. For this purpose the absorbed dose, the kerma or the exposure at specified locations in, or in specified relation to, the specimen have been used. The average absorbed dose also has been used. If a target tissue can be identified, then the absorbed dose to that tissue should be specified if at all possible.
Absorbed dose may be represented in terms of either the "midline absorbed" dose or the "entrance dose." (The "midline" of the specimen is usually taken to be the symmetry axis along the largest dimension, placed transverse to the beam axis). It is clear that the specification of dose at the entrance or midline is arbitrary and is not meant to imply that these locations necessarily have special relevance to the radiobiological endpoint being studied.
The average absorbed dose is the total energy absorbed divided by the total mass of the animal or of the region of interest. Its accurate determination in nonuniform exposure requires a large number of dose determinations throughout the specimen, and its interpretation usually is difficult, as outlined below.
The use of average absorbed dose implies a number of assumptions that usually do not, or have not been shown to, apply. Its use implies that the dose-effect relationship is known to be linear for the effect under consideration, under conditions in which the dose is uniform throughout the tissue volume of interest, and within the extremes of dose within that tissue volume. Its use implies further that the target cells or tissue are distributed uniformly throughout the tissue volume over which the dose is averaged. In addition, if abscopal effects are relevant, the assumption is implied that the abscopal effect either is insensitive to dose magnitude, or that dose-effect relationships are known with regard to both· the tissue of origin of the abscopal effect and the target cells or tissues on which it operates. Thus, it is incumbent on the investigator who wishes to use average dose as other than an empirical parameter, to show that the parameter does in fact have significance in the context in which it is being used. If the average dose is calculated, it should be combined with information on the dose distribution and the absolute absorbed dose at a specified location. Although absorbed dose is to be used if possible for dose specification in terms of a single value, it is recognized that under some conditions it may not be possible or even desirable to use absorbed dose (e.g., "retrospective" or other situations 1n which absorbed dose is poorly known or unknown, or calculations or measurements of a radiation exposure or kerma in
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which the relationship to absorbed dose cannot be or has not been specified). Furthermore, many measuring devices used for radiological purposes are designed (and generally also calibrated) primarily for measurements in free-space geometry (often to measure exposure) and unsuspected difficulties may arise when they are used at a depth in a scattering medium.
Under these circumstances, the midline kerma in air under receptor-free conditions is a particularly useful reference quantity, since it is independent of the orientation of an asymmetric specimen with regard to the beam. It is specified at the point at which the "center" of the specimen was, or is to belocated during the irradiation. Alternatively the midline exposure specified at the same location may be used.
Data on dose distribution within the specimen becomes increasingly important as the degree of nonuniformity becomes greater. Specification of dose at essentially all points in the irradiated object, however, is impractical and usually not of particular value. The amount of such information provided must, therefore, be dictated by the requirements of the experiment and by practical considerations. In many cases the entrance, midline and exit doses will provide an adequate indication. The exposure should also be designated in accordance with the classification given in Section 5.4.
